
P-012-001

This letter from Mr. Dean is his account of a meeting he had in January

2011 with Don Wagner, the former CRC Project Director from WSDOT,

and Thayer Rorabaugh from the City of Vancouver. He also attached the

list of questions and concerns that he had sent to Mr. Wagner in

advance of their meeting. Mr. Dean's account appears to indicate that he

was able to ask the questions he wished to ask, and received answers

from Mr. Wagner and Mr. Rorabaugh. The responses below do not

remark on Mr. Dean's account of that meeting.

For information on construction impacts and mitigation, Mr. Dean is

referred to each sub-section of Chapter 3, which discusses temporary

impacts and mitigation measures for each element of the environment.

Additional discussion is provided in the technical reports that support the

FEIS. 

The responses below address the list of questions that Mr. Dean

prepared in 2010, and resubmitted with his comment letter on the FEIS

in October 2011, to the extent that they are relevant to the NEPA review.
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P-012-002

The project will continue to assess pre-construction tolling.
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P-012-003

Thank you for your comments.
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P-012-004

Please refer to Chapter 4 of the FEIS for a description of the current

plans for funding construction and operation of the LPA. This discussion

provides an updated assessment of likely funding sources for this

project, though it is not common practice to receive funding

commitments prior to completion of the alternative selection process. As

described in the FEIS, project funding is expected to come from a variety

of local, state, and federal sources, with federal funding and tolls

providing substantial revenue for the construction. 

 

P-012-005

There are no plans to hold an election on the project as a whole but the

C-TRAN operating funds will be subject to a public vote. 

 

P-012-006

The project has completed a benefit cost analysis. It can be reviewed at,

or a copy obtained from, the project office. In addition, the project has

completed Cost Estimate Validation Process (CEVP) studies and will,

following the ROD, complete an investment-grade tolling analysis.

 

P-012-007

Many alternatives were considered during the CRC alternatives

evaluation process, including alternatives that had been previously

studied. See the discussion in Chapter 2 of the FEIS.  It is unclear from

this comment what obstacles Mr. Dean is referring to.

 

P-012-008

There is no question among the local, state, and federal sponsoring

agencies that the project relieves congestion, improves travel time,

increases transit ridership, and will reduce crashes.
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P-012-009

Additional analysis of construction-related impacts to businesses was

conducted for the FEIS. 

It is possible to stage traffic on I-5 during CRC construction so as to

avoid significantly impacting I-205. All stakeholders have been given

opportunities to consult.

Chapter 2 of the FEIS discusses the rationale for not advancing the

Bi-State Industrial Corridor idea into the DEIS.

 

P-012-010

As indicated in Chapter 3 (Section 3.8) of the DEIS, the 1917

(northbound) I-5 bridge structure is listed on the NRHP. The 1958

(southbound) bridge, as a bridge on the National Interstate System, was

determined not to be significant at a national level and is not considered

eligible for the NRHP. However, the two bridges together are an

important element of the historic fabric both for the region and for

downtown Vancouver.

Because the 1917 bridge is listed on the NRHP, it is afforded special

protection under Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act.

This law prohibits the USDOT from funding any project that would have

an adverse impact on significant historic resources, unless it can be

demonstrated that there are no prudent and feasible alternatives that

would avoid that impact.

The Supplemental River Crossing, which maintained the existing bridges

with seismic retrofits and was analyzed as a component of two of the five

alternatives studied, was determined feasible, but not prudent. It would

not satisfactorily meet the project Purpose and Need. In addition, the

alterations necessary to make the existing bridges safe, reliable, and

fully multimodal, as described in Chapter 2 of the DEIS and FEIS, would
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undermine the historic integrity of the bridges. The Sponsoring Agencies

therefore decided to remove and replace the existing bridges.

Proposed mitigations for the adverse effects of the NRHP-listed I-5

bridge can be found in Chapter 3 (Section 3.8) of the FEIS.

 

P-012-011

Past financial performance is an important issue but is not relevant to the

NEPA review process. The Record of Decision concludes the NEPA

analysis. It indicates which alternative has been selected by the federal

government, and allows for the continued design, eligibility for federal

funding and permitting, and eventual construction of that alternative. The

Locally Preferred Alternative is supported by local, regional, state, and

federal agencies and has been  selected following an exhaustive

analysis and public involvement program.

The project takes the issues of financial management very seriously.

Project staff have provided Mr. Dean with considerable records and

reports and has responded to his inquiries. The project is currently

developing new financial reporting mechanisms and has started

providing monthly reports on the web. The project will continue to work

with the public to improve transparency and an understanding of the

resources required for an undertaking of this scale.

 

P-012-012

Highway tolls would pay for the local share of the project costs. A range

of toll rates was analyzed. A toll of $2 each direction is assumed in the

ridership analysis in the EIS. That analysis indicates that such a toll

would be enough to discourage some trips from being taken. We don't

know if those trips wouldn't be taken due to affordability or due to

preference reasons. See the discussion in Section 3.1 of the FEIS.  

Regarding the Plaid Pantry report, please see responses to P-047 from
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Joe Cortright and P-061 from David Madore.  Many of the numbers in

that report are disputed.

Pre-construction tolls may be implemented.

The local funding share would be raised through tolling the I-5

crossing. Tolls paid to cross the bridge could not be used on other

projects in the region. This toll would not preclude other projects in the

future from also raising revenues through tolling or other means. 

An economic benefit cost analysis of the proposed project found it to be

economically worthwhile.

The project has been identifying risks, and estimating the cost and

schedule ramifications, through the Cost Estimation Validation Process

(CEVP). The results are available from the project office.

 

P-012-013

Answers to some of your questions can be found in Chapter 4 of the

FEIS. For example, the FEIS assumes that freight haulers (large trucks)

will pay four times the toll of an automobile commuter. Other answers will

only be found once the project has an investment-grade tolling analysis. 

You will not likely find a detailed estimate of the financial benefit to auto

commuters. Because some trips are recreational, individuals differently

value their time, and because of the variability of other factors, such an

analysis has not been completed.

 

P-012-014

The FEIS describes current estimates of the duration of construction. 

Constructability, including traffic staging, was considered in evaluating

and refining alternatives. Traffic staging is a challenge but not a fatal flaw

for the Selected Alternative.
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Construction impacts have been considered as part of the alternative

evaluation, project planning, and mitigation development. These will

continue to be developed and refined during final design. Detours and

reroutes will be determined during final design and construction

planning.

Businesses will not be compensated for loss of business. See

Section 3.4 of the FEIS discussion regarding measures to reduce such

impacts on businesses during construction.

The project team surveyed businesses that would be directly displaced

by the project to learn more about the demographics of owners,

employees, and customers, but has not done such a detailed survey of

the businesses that would not be directly affected. The project team has

met with many of these business owners as well, and has afforded

opportunities for all business owners to provide input on and learn about

the project. The SBA has not been directly requested to provide

information on the project's studies. Studies are made available on the

project website or from the project office. The DEIS, FEIS, and technical

reports were also made available in local libraries. The project has been

consistent with the intent of Executive Order 11518.

The impacts of construction activities on regional traffic patterns is not

expected to be significant, and significant diversion is unlikely given the

conceptual traffic staging plans. Therefore, there is no need to conduct

an analysis of temporary effects on property values in Ridgefield.

The project is committed to coordinating construction with all other

agencies so as to minimize access, congestion, and other

impacts. Detailed plans will be developed during final design and

construction planning.
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P-012-015

Please see the response to comment P-012-010, above.

 

P-012-016

Individual property acquisition costs will be established through an

independent appraisal process to ensure the owner receives the fair

market value of the property. This process is governed by the federal

Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies

Act of 1970 (Uniform Act). To date, the project has not conducted

specific property valuations, which is necessary to determine the

individual property acquisition cost. For the Draft EIS, the project team

made general assumptions about the cost of acquiring property, based

on a rough estimate of square footage, land use, possible demolition

costs, etc. to compare the costs of alternatives in the Draft EIS, and

made similar assumptions to inform the financial planning in the Final

EIS. These estimates do not reflect what property owners will actually

receive as compensation, and therefore were not distributed for review.
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P-012-017

Following is a brief summary of CRC's compliance with the cited sections

of the code of federal regulations (CFR).

40 CFR 1501.2 and 1501.7(c): A notice of intent to prepare an EIS for

the CRC project was issued in September 2005. That preceded

discussions with the public on transportation needs in the project area

and other concerns, followed by the development of a problem statement

and the project purpose and need, as well as evaluation criteria. The

process then moved into soliciting ideas, conducting screening, and

other steps leading to a range of alternatives that was advanced into the

DEIS. The DEIS was published in May 2008, and the selection of the

LPA was made in July 2008. Subsequent coordination, analysis, and

refinements led up to the FEIS in September 2011. Information that

arose throughout this process was incorporated into the analysis and led

to refinements to the proposed project. This is discussed in Chapter 2

and Chapter 6 of the FEIS.

40 CFR 1502.9(c): Please see the response to letter P-047-013.
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P-012-018

Chapter 2 of the FEIS discusses how the project considered and

responded to recommendations from the Independent Review Panel,

and the Bridge Expert Review Panel.

There will be adverse impacts during construction, as described in

Chapter 3 of the FEIS. Mitigation measures to reduce those impacts are

also discussed in the FEIS. I-5 will not be closed. There could be short-

term partial lane closures at times and some interstate access points

would be unusable for many months during construction, but alternate

access points will be available, as described in the FEIS.
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